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ABSTRACT 

From the point of view of multiobjective decision making (MODM), the 
hierarchy structure of AMP is divided into two parts: the hierarcy order 
combined weighty from total objective level to the last level but one 
(criterion level), which is regarded as the decision maker's (DM) prefe-
rence to each criterion, and the hierarchical order odd weight matrix 
R(x) from the last level (alternative set R) to the criterion level, •whidh 
is regarded as the decision making matrix Y(x) of multiple attribution 
decision making(MADM) problem or the optimal membership degree A(x) of 
fuzzy multiple attribution decision making (FMADM) problem. Thus, ARE 
is relevant to MAIM or FMADM. The completeness and optimal conditions of 
the algorithm applying AMP to MAD?! or MPH are provided in this paper. 

MADM model is generally defined by 

{ 
R 

max Y(x) 
(MAW x( Cl) 

R=(xl,xy,

where Y(x) = (yi(x).'"- . yin(x))T is a qualitative or quantitative 

attribution set of m dimension, and R is a descrete set composed of 
n alternatives. 

Definition 1. Let xek, is said to be an efficient solution of MAD?! 
(or EMADM) problem is there, does not exist other feasible x (i.e., x(R) 
such that 

Y(x) >Tag *

For convenience of notation, we shall denote the set of all efficient 
solutions of MAIM by 
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Definition 2. Let IER.R is said to be an absolute optimal solution of HAMS 
(or THAW problem if there exists Y(x)4Y(i), for any x, II R. We shall 
dgnote the set of all the absolute optimal solutions of MAD)! (or FHADM) by 
Rab x is a strongly optimal solution if 

Y(x)<Y(;) for iirbiCrary.,x, IcR 
a 

Definition 3. Let B1 be a fuzzy set defined on 1m1, MI], where ml>inf yl(x), 
and M =sup y,(x).112 is said to be a'fuzzy optimal point set of component 
y1 (x)lof vector Y(x) if 84  (M1 l where clIO, 11, indll (y) is a strictly ^ ' 1 
monotone ascending function. 

Definition 4. Let A be a fuzzy set definied on the set 

R = IxER 1 mi4y,(x)4M, , 6,2 is said to be a fuzzy optimal set g i:lr 
1 

component yi(x) ot tfie vector Y(x), if there exists a fuzzy optimal 
set B of tfie component y1 (x) such that

* 
It is well known that .Rb-nor general MAD)! (or FMAD)!) problems. To get 
the satisfactory solution, the preference information must be given by the 
DM. This means that the mutual "collocation" relation of yi(x) (or A,(x)) 
(1=1, 2, ..., m, for convenience, denote 19!) must be resotved in MAI* 
(or FMADM). this "collobation" can be completed by some operation among 
y1 (x) (1(11) or fuzzy sets A1 (x) (1()!). Therefore, we defined h operator 

e.J as follows. 

-Definition 5. Suppose 11(x) be a fuzzy set defined on the set It (11-122 R1) 
H(x) is a fuzzy multiple attributive optimal set if there exsits a fuzzy 
optimal set A1 of the component y1 (x) (1(11) such that 

1. H(x)=11(A(x))=h(A2(x), A2(x), Am(x)) 

(**) 
is a strictly monotone ascending funtion. 

2. h(d,d ..... d)=d for arbitrary d, dE[0,11 

The relation between ARP and MAD)! (or FHADM) is as follows: 
1. The hierarchical order combined weight vector 11=[wi,w2,...wm1

T
, 

which is decided by AMP from total objective to criterion level, corresponds 
to the weight vector which represents the mutual importance of each 
component of Y(x) (or A(x)) in MAD)! (or FMAD)!). These components of 
weight vector satisfy the unitized condition, i.e., 

il mi.x

1=1 
for 1400, 1EM (4) 

---------
(**) Real function It which is defined on Eml ismsaiy to be l e ytrictly 
monytone rcending function if for arbitrary t EE , t fen, tit implies 
h(t )(h(t ), h is said to be secondly strict monotone ascending function 
if t1<t2 implies h(t1 )<h(t2). 
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2. The, hierarchical order odd weight matrix K(x)^1k1(x),k2(x) k
m(x)]

T 

which is decided by AMP from the last level (alternative set R) to criterion 
level, corresponds to the decision making matrix Y(x)=Iy1(x),y2(x) 

y(x)IT in HAM, where y1(x)•191(x1).91(x2) yl(xn)] is the decision 

making vector of 1-th attribution, or corresponds to the fuzzy optimal 

set A(x)=IA (x) A (x). ... A (x)1T in MAIM, where A (x)=[/3 (x ) A (x ) 1 ' "4 2 ' 
....h.(xn)] is the optimal membership degree of 1-th attribution. 

3. In construting the judge matrix la(1)ijn*n of 1(1
(x)

' 
we assume the following 

conditions. 
Condition 1. The judge matrix is said to be completely consistent if there 

exist sijal a(I) a(I)for arbitrary i, j, kEN and for arbitrary ik jk 
1EM. (5) 

Condition 2. The judge matrix is said to be quasi-consistent if 
(1) (1 y1(xi)>y1(x) implies aik > a )jk, for arbitrary i,j,kEN, 104. 

(6) 

Theorem 1. The total combined weight WTK(x) of AMP is the fuzzy optimal set 
p .(x) of FMADM problem if condition 1 or 2 holds. 

Proof: Suppose yi (x) )>571 (xk) 1631 

If the completely consistent condition 1 holds, from the property of 
consistent matrix[4], we have: 

aik =KI(xj )/KI (xk)>1, so Ki (x j ) > Ki txk). 

that is 2 1(y1(xj ))> ,871(y1(xk )) and ka.(x j )>L.axk). 

Hence B1 (.) is a strictly monotone ascending fun'ttion. If the quasi-
consistent condition 2 holds, under the same condition we have [4] 

KI (xj )>K1 (xk), that is, 131 (y1(xj ))>131(y1(xk)) and Al (x j )>A1(xkl. 

B (.) is still a strictly monotone ascending function. We suppose 
1 

since w1>0, we have, 

Aw l yx J4) > wilyxk) (7) 
1351 

K (x )e.h(A (x ).A (x ) ,...,A (x ))11(x.) 1 1 j ^4 J "2 J .. J •-• 

Therefore, H(x) is a strictly monotone ascending function of A(x) where 

4.(x)=44(x).:132(x) A (x)[T. 

Furthermore, for arbitrary d, (MOM there exists 

dit.wcd (8) 

From definition 5, we have W K(x)=H(x). (9) 



Thus the total combined weight determined from AHP under the condition 1 
or 2 is the optimal membership degree of the FMADM problem. This completes 
the theorem 1. 

Corollary 1. When K(x) is regarded as decision making marls Y(x) in MADM, 
the total combined weight of AllP is the total utility function of MAHN 
problem if condition 1 or 2 holds. 

Theorem 2. If a judge matrix satisfies condition 1 or 2, the necessary 
condition for x R'being a strongly optimal 'Dilution of FMADM problem 

is: H(x )> H(x) for arbitrary xER••xe e ea 
Proof: Since xe is a strongly optimal solution, 

Y(xe)>Y(x) holds, 
for arbitrary xER \ xe, 

this means that y1(x)>y1(x) (1f)!), for arbitrary xelt\xe

for the strictly monotone as\cending function 21(.) we have 

B1 (y1 (x ))>Bl (y1 (x )) 11M, ieN\e, .y e pp  i 

that is 4 1(xe)>b(xi), LEN, JEN \e. 

From the condition 1 or 2 we have 

LEN". e, LEM, 1 e Tl i T
hence H(xe)=W K(xe)> W K(xi) for any ONNe. So the combined weight 

of strongly optimal solution is the largest. The proof is complete. 

Corollary 2. If the condition 1 or 2 holds, the necessary condition for 
xeER being a strongly optimal solution of MADM problem is 

U(X) = WTY(xe) > W
T
Y(x) = U(x) for arbitrary xeltNxe 

Theorem 3. If a judge matrix satisfies condition 1 or 2, the sufficient 
condition for xe being an efficient solution of FMADM problem is 
R(x)>H(x) for arbitrary xEllt e •-•• 

Proof: If xe is not an efficient solution, then there exists x OR s ' 
such tnat Y(xe)<Y(xs)' that is, 

y1(xe)4y1(xs) am, 

and at least there exists a pfM, such that y P(x e )(y P(x d). 

From the fact of B1(.) being a strictly monotone ascending function we 
have 

B (y (x )) 4 B (y (x )) e 1 s 
and 

B (y (x )) B (y (x )) (1,pfM) .6„,p p e P s 
that is, A(xe).;h(xe), K(xe) K(xe), 

since wl 
- e 

> 0 WM), we have H(x ) = WTK(x) < WTK(x ) = H(x ), p e e s 
which contradicts H(x ) > H(x) for arbitrary x f R. e ^-
Therefore, xef g ra . The proof is complete. 
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We conclude that the alternative with largest total combined weight 
calculated according to ASP is an efficient solution of FMADM problem. 

Corollary 3. If the condition 1 or 2 holds, the, sufficient condition of 
x
e 

R being an efficient solution of MADM problem 

U(x
e
) W

T
Y(x

e
) > W

T
Y(x) U(x) for any x ER. 

Theorem 4. If the absolute optimal solution set of multiple attribute 
decision making problem -0, then the efficient solution set 
4 11 k:b [21

Proof: From definition 1 and 2, it is obviously epaS R:b .[2] 

Now we probe * m R* , 
pa ab 

if for arbitrary ii(R:b then 

at least there exists a xER:b such that. Y(ii) 4 Y(x), 

but this contradicts the fact Zee so IEEE* , this implies le MB, 
Ph pa pa sib' 

* * 
We have 12

pa
=11al>. The proof •is complete. 

CONCLUSION 

The structure of this method that DM looks for satisfactory solution 
set and preference information is complete. Under the condition that 
the judge matrix between alternative level and criterion level is 
completely consistent or quasi-consistent, the alternative is ordered 
according to the combined weight, the strongly optimal solution is always 
arranged at the first place, and the solution at the first place is 
certainly the efficient solution of MADM (or FMADM) problems. We have 
applied this method to assignment making for graduates121, scientific 
management in some universities121, and program making for developing 
science and technology in Jiangsu province. The results were satisfactory 
consistent judge matrix. Some methods, such as qualitative ordering 
arrangement, adjacent comparison judgment and replacing the matrix 
judgment by direct form judgment, have been used to help the specialists 
in getting consistent judge matrices. Since the completely Consistent 
judgment is a ideal constraint condition, relaxed conditions remain to 
be studied. Furthermore, studies are needed to relate between 
quasi-consistence and satisfactory consistence. 
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